Comparison of Microbial Diversity and Composition in the Jejunum and Colon of Alcohol-Dependent Rats
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Alcohol dependence is a global public health problem, yet the mechanisms of alcohol dependence are incompletely understood. The traditional view has been that ethanol alters various neurotransmitters and their receptors in the brain and causes the addiction. However, an increasing amount of experimental evidence suggests that gut microbiota also influence brain functions via gut-to-brain interactions, and may therefore induce the development of alcohol use disorders. In this study, a rat model of alcohol dependence and withdrawal was employed, the gut microbiota composition was analyzed by high-throughput 16S rRNA gene sequencing, and the metagenome function was predicted by PICRUSt software. The results suggested that chronic alcohol consumption did not significantly alter the diversity and richness of gut microbiota in the jejunum and colon, but rather markedly changed the microbiota composition structure in the colon. The phyla Bacteroidetes and eight genera including Bacteroidales S24-7, Ruminococcaceae, Parabacteroides, Butyricimonas, et al were drastically increased, however the genus Lactobacillus and gauvreauii in the colon were significantly decreased in the alcohol dependence group compared with the withdrawal and control groups. The microbial functional prediction analysis revealed that the proportions of amino acid metabolism, polyketide sugar unit biosynthesis and peroxisome were significantly increased in the AD group. This study demonstrated that chronic alcohol consumption has a dramatic effect on the microbiota composition structure in the colon but few effects on the jejunum. Inducement of colonic microbiota dysbiosis due to alcohol abuse seems to be a factor of alcohol dependence, which suggests that modulating colonic microbiota composition might be a potentially new target for treating alcohol addiction.
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Introduction

Alcohol, as a common addictive substance, has long been widely consumed worldwide. Long-term alcohol consumption induces alcohol use disorders (AUDs) including alcohol abuse and dependence, which can be identified by alcohol seeking and craving, and alcohol withdrawal symptoms such as anxiety, restlessness, agitation, tremor, seizures, as well as cognitive dysfunction [1, 2]. Alcohol dependence (AD) brings about not only a negative effect on health, but also criminality and hazards to others while imposing an extremely high burden on society [3, 4]. Hence, treating alcohol addiction is certainly an important challenge for the medical community.

Many risk factors may contribute to the development of alcohol dependence including neurobiology [5], environment [6] and psychosocial conditions [7]. However, the formation mechanisms of alcohol dependence have not been fully elucidated to date. The previous studies about the causes of alcohol dependence have mainly focused on...
the effect of alcohol consumption on neuronal functions in the brain. The traditional viewpoint held that ethanol, through the blood-brain barrier, directly or indirectly excites the Ventral Tegmental Area (VTA), increasing the release of some neurotransmitters including dopamine, serotonin, glutamate and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), and causing a rewarding effect, which is a pathophysiological foundation of alcohol dependence [8, 9]. However, the drugs used to treat alcoholism target the neurotransmitter systems and have displayed a limited effect, which suggests that there are other possible peripheral biological processes inducing alcohol dependence [10, 11]. Recently, the “brain-gut-microbiota axis” hypothesis has put forth that the gut bacteria may influence brain functions and behavior through many pathways [12, 13]. It is widely accepted that the gut microbiota has important physiological functions and is indispensable for animals and humans alike. It has been proved that intestinal microbiota dysbiosis can cause a variety of somatic diseases including type 2 diabetes [14], allergy [15], inflammatory bowel diseases [16] and obesity [17]. Many documents have also stated that gut microbiota dysbiosis may contribute to some psychiatric disorders such as depression, autism and substance addictions [18–21]. But data about the effects of alcohol dependence on gut microbiota dysbiosis are limited.

Numerous factors are involved in modifying the microbial composition of the gut, including diet, antibiotic use and genetics [22, 23]. Some data also suggest that alcohol and the products of its degradation can strongly disturb the gut microbiota [24, 25]. Bishehsari et al reviewed that chronic alcohol consumption increased gram-negative bacterial overgrowth in the intestine, raised gut permeability and enhanced the plasma levels of gut-derived bacterial products including peptidoglycans and lipopolysaccharides, which contribute to alcoholic hepatitis and can cause injury to other organs [26]. Another study observed that the abundance of Proteobacteria and Actinomycetes increased, but that the normal symbiosis bacteria were reduced after a 3-wk period of alcohol consumption in rats [27]. Although there also have been some studies done on the gut microbiota regarding alcohol dependence and alcoholism, the samples in these studies were from feces instead of the gastrointestinal tract. Moreover, fecal samples are easily, frequently, and continuously collected, and often act as a substitute for microbial communities in the gut. However, that the fecal microbiota represents all the microbial communities in the gastrointestinal tract is inapposite, and furthermore, the composition of microbiota communities changes with the spatial location within the gut [28]. Some studies in other animal models have demonstrated that microbial communities obviously differ between the gastrointestinal tract and feces as well as between different locations in the gastrointestinal tract [29]. To our knowledge, there has been no literature focusing on gut microbiota variation in different intestinal locations in subjects with alcohol dependence syndrome. Thus, to illuminate further the relationship between gut microbial communities and alcohol dependence syndrome, it is important to reveal the spatial variation in microbiota across the gastrointestinal tract.

In the present study, our aims were to characterize the microbial diversity and composition in the jejunum and colon, and compare the effects of alcohol dependence and alcohol withdrawal on the microbiota of the foregut and hindgut. This study provides stronger evidence for further research on microbial communities and their function in alcohol dependence syndrome.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Adult male Wistar rats weighing 190-210 g at the beginning of the experiments were used in this study. They were purchased from Charles River Laboratories, Beijing, China, with the permission of SCXK (jing) 2016-0011 (No. 11400700259454). The rats were placed in a quiet room with temperature at (21 ± 2°C) and humidity of (50 ± 5%), in which 12–12h light–dark cycle was maintained (08:00–20:00h light), and the rats were allowed to acclimate to the environment for one week prior to experiment. All animal experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Xinxiang Medical University, China (permission number: AE-2014-09/03).

Alcohol-Dependent Rat Models

The alcohol dependence models were established as described in documents [30]. Briefly, 40 rats were randomly assigned to control and AD groups. Rats were housed in cages (460*300*215 mm), and each group had 4 cages with 5 rats per cage. In AD groups, ethanol was administered in drinking water at gradually increasing concentrations from 1% to 6% (v/v) for the first week, and following this, 6% alcohol was continued during a total of 30 days. Control group rats received tap water only. All liquid was prepared daily and given to the rats at the same time (a.m. 9:00). The weights of the rats were recorded every week, and the daily drinking water (containing alcohol) was measured every day. The alcohol intake of individual animals was expressed as the average value of each cage. At the end of the 30 days, ethanol was withdrawn from the drinking water by providing only tap water until the end of experiments in the AD group.
Withdrawal syndrome was observed for 5 min at 1, 3, 5, 9 days of the ethanol-withdrawal period. The behavioral parameters were assessed according to those previously described [30], with main parameters including: locomotor activity, body posture, gait, agitation, tail stiffness, tremor and stereotyped behavior. Locomotor activity was measured by open field test and the major stereotypic behaviors include head weaving, grooming, gnawing, sniffing, and chewing during the ethanol withdrawal. At the 5-day and 14-day points of the withdrawal testing, rats were exposed to an audiogenic stimulus (100 dB) for 1 min to assessed audiogenic seizure.

Sampling and DNA Extraction

On the day before ethanol withdrawal (T0) and 14 days after detoxification (T1), rats were randomly selected (6 per group) and euthanized. The jejunum and colon contents were collected into sterile eppendorf tubes and stored at −80°C. Total genomic DNA in the jejunum and colonic contents were extracted from 0.3 g of samples with a Quick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Germany) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The quantity and concentration of genomic DNA were measured using a ThermoNanoDrop 2000C (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

16S rRNA Gene Amplification and High-Throughput Sequencing

The 16S rDNA was amplified using primers 338F and 806R which covered the hyper-variant region V3-V4 regions of bacteria by PCR. The forward primer is 338F 5’-ACTCCTACGGG AGC CAGCA-3’ and reverse primer is 806R 5’-GGACTACHVGGGTWT CTAAT-3’. The 6 bp-long, sample-specific barcodes were designed in the two primers to avoid homopolymers. A detailed list containing the sequences of the barcodes can be found in Table S1. The PCR reactions were performed according to the following volume: 20 µl reaction mixtures containing 10 ng DNA template, 0.5 µl each primers (5 µM), 0.5 µl FastPfu polymerase, 2.5 mM dNTPs 2 µl, and 10-fold FastPfu buffer 4 µl, and 12 µl ddH2O. The following program of PCR reactions was conducted: 3 min of denaturation at 95°C, 27 cycles of 30 sec at 95°C, 30 sec for annealing at 55°C, and 45 sec for elongation at 72°C, and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. The resulted PCR products were checked on a 2% agarose gel and further purified using the AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit (Axygen Biosciences, Union City, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Purified amplicons were pooled in equinomlar and paired-end sequenced (2 x 300) on an Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina, USA) according to the standard protocols by Majorbio Bio-Pharm Technology Co., Ltd. (China).

Bioinformatic Analysis

The raw reads of all samples in this study have been submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive Database under accession number SRP139712. In order to obtain the qualified sequences, the following criteria were used: (i) the reads were truncated at any site receiving an average quality score <20 over a 50 bp sliding window. (ii) Primers were exactly matched allowing 2 nucleotide mismatching, and reads containing ambiguous bases were removed. (iii) Sequences whose overlap was longer than 10 bp were merged according to their overlap sequence. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were clustered with 97% similarity cutoff using UPPARSE (version 7.1 http://drive5.com/uparse/) and chimeric sequences were identified and removed using UCHIME. The taxonomy of each 16S rRNA gene sequence was analyzed by RDP Classifier algorithm (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu) against the Silva (128) 16S rRNA database using confidence threshold of 70%. The alpha-diversity indices including Shannon, Chao, ACE and Simpson were calculated for estimating microbiota diversity and abundance in each sample. The beta-diversity indices (PCoA) were calculated to show the composition of the gut microbiota communities in the different gut segment samples, and analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) was performed to compare the difference between jejunum and colon. The LEfSe (linear discriminant analysis [LDA] coupled with effect size measurements) analysis was conducted to calculate the biomarkers between the groups. Correlation analysis between alcohol withdrawal syndrome and genera with significant differences and two-tailed test were performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, version 17.0) based on Pearson correlation coefficient.

Microbial Functional Predictions and Statistical Analysis

The microbial metagenomic functional prediction was performed with PICRUSt (phylogenetic investigation of communities by reconstruction of unobserved states) software. OTUs were normalized by copy numbers, and the gene categories were predicted by KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) orthology groups (KO) and KEGG pathways of bacterial communities. The functional differences among groups were compared through the software STAMP. Sequence and OTU richness and diversity indices were tested via one-way ANOVA. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare controls, AD and AW groups. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 20.0 for Windows. Heat-map diagrams and other plotting were carried out in the R environment.

Results

Establishment of the Alcohol-Dependent Models of Rats

Alcohol-dependent models were established by long-term freedom drinking of 6% ethanol liquor. The results showed the average daily liquor consumption of the rats was 110.83 ml/kg, which was equivalent to 5.25 g/kg of pure alcohol intake. The locomotor activity and behavioral change signs of ethanol withdrawal syndrome were observed by the double-blind method. The results showed that there was significant difference in locomotor activity and total ethanol withdrawal scores between the alcohol dependence group and the control group (p < 0.05, Fig. 1).
The rats in the ethanol dependent group displayed locomotor hyperactivity after withdrawal ethanol, and the highest ethanol withdrawal scores were observed at the third day of ethanol withdrawal. When compared with the control group, the total ethanol withdrawal scores in the AD group showed no distinct difference after withdrawal of ethanol for 9 days. With a 100Bd audiogenic stimulus for one minute, the audiogenic seizures appeared with 75% (9/12) in the AD group and 8.30% (1/12) in the control group after withdrawing alcohol for 5 days. Meanwhile, the incidence of audiogenic seizures was 33.33% (4/12) in the AD group and 8.30% (1/12) in the control group after withdrawal of alcohol for 14 days. All these results indicated that daily ethanol consumption could produce physical dependence symptoms in rats.

**Summary of High-Throughput Sequencing**

In total, 1,873,879 reads were obtained after quality control and chimera filtering. On average, 44,940 and 59,164 sequences per sample were obtained from the jejunum and colon contents, respectively, with an average length of 440 bp (Table S2). A total of 3,856 OTUs (Operational Taxonomic Units) were identified with the criterion of 97% sequence similarity at the species level, on average, 1,878 and 1,978 OTUs were assigned to the jejunum and colon contents, respectively (Table S3).

**Effect of Alcohol on Richness and Diversity of Gut Microbial Communities**

The high-throughput sequencing results showed that a...
total of the 808,927 sequences were obtained from the jejunum samples, the smallest number being 33,172 in the AD group, and the largest number being 64,888 in the control group. There were 1,064,952 sequences in the colon contents, and the responding number is 42,022 and 77,498 in the AW group and control group, respectively (Table S2). But there were no significant differences between the three treatment groups ($p > 0.05$). To determine if there were differences in the richness and diversity of microbial populations within the jejunum and colon contents, the richness indices (Ace and Chao 1) and diversity indices (Shannon and Simpson) were compared between different treatment groups. We combined samples according to gut location for analyzing microbial composition structure, with the alpha diversity showing significantly difference between the jejunum and colon samples ($p < 0.001$, Table 1), which indicated that gut location had a significant impact on the microbial composition structure in the rats. Next, we separately compared microbiota composition in the same gut location between the different treatment groups. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed no significant differences between the three groups in microbial richness and diversity in the jejunum or colon contents ($p > 0.05$, Table 1), which suggested that alcohol consumption and alcohol withdrawal did not distinctly impact on microbial diversity and richness of the jejunum and colon in rats.

To further reveal the impact of alcohol dependence and withdrawal on the microbiota structure, the PCoA were performed based on unweighted (presence/absence information) UniFrac distances. The PCoA results showed that among different samples clustered primarily by intestinal segment, all the foregut samples (jejunum, green) differed from the hindgut samples (colon, red) (Fig. 2A), which indicated the microbiota composition structure was distinctly different between the jejunum and colon. In the jejunum samples, all three groups were not obviously clustered separately based on the principal coordinate (Fig. 2C), which indicated chronic alcohol consumption and alcohol withdrawal did not significantly alter the microbiota composition structure of the jejunum. However, in the colonic contents, both AW and control groups had similar microbial community structures that differed from those of the AD group (Fig. 2B), indicating ethanol consumption had distinctly impacted the microbial structure of the colon. We further analyzed the relationships in intestinal microbial community structure between groups by using ANOSIM based on Bray-Curtis distance at the OTU level. The results showed that the community compositions bore no significant differences within groups or among groups ($R^2 = 0.074$, $p > 0.05$, Tables 2, 3) in the jejunum samples. But in colonic samples, the microbial community structure of the AD group was significantly different from that of the control group ($p > 0.05$, Table 3).
different from that of the control group ($R^2 = 0.192, p < 0.05$, $R^2 = 0.240, p < 0.01$, Tables 2, 3). On the other hand, the gut microbial community compositions revealed no significant differences between the AD group and AW group ($R^2 = 0.115, p = 0.234$, Tables 3). These results suggest that chronic alcohol consumption has a markedly greater effect on the gut microbiota structure of the colon than that of the jejunum in rats.

Effect of Alcohol Dependence and Withdrawal on Bacterial Composition

At the phyla level, after filtering the relative abundance lower than 0.02% in all groups, a total of 12 and 8 phyla were identified in the jejunum and colon microbiota, respectively (Tables S4, S5). *Firmicutes*, *Proteobacteria* and *Actinobacteria* were the three dominant microbial phyla (the relative abundance >1%) in the jejunum contents. Although the abundance of *Firmicutes* was decreased and *Proteobacteria* was increased in the AD group compared with the control group, one-way ANOVA showed no significant difference between the two groups ($p > 0.05$, Table S4). In the colonic microbiota, *Firmicutes* and *Bacteroidetes* were the dominant phyla, occupying more than 98.73% of the total sequences (Table S5). By comparison with the control group, we found the AD group the decreased abundance of *Firmicutes* with 88.97% ($p > 0.05$), while showing dramatically increased proportions of *Bacteroidetes* at 9.83% ($p < 0.01$) and *Proteobacteria* at 0.16% ($p > 0.05$), respectively (Table S5). After alcohol withdrawal, there was a tendency toward further exacerbation of the changes induced by AD in the *Proteobacteria* ($p < 0.05$) and *Bacteroidetes* ratios ($p > 0.05$) (Table S5). When compared with the control group, there were no significant differences in the abundance of other phyla in the AD and AW groups in the colon.

At the class level, after filtering the relative abundance lower than 0.02% in all groups, a total of 18 and 13 microbial classes were identified from the jejunum and colon microbiota, respectively (Tables S6, S7). In the jejunum, *Bacilli*, *Clostridia* and *Erysipelotrichia* were the most predominant classes, occupying more than 98.73% of the total sequences (Table S6). All the classes of microbiota in the jejunum contents showed no significant differences between the three groups ($p > 0.05$), which indicated alcohol consumption and withdrawal did not distinctly affect microbial composition in the jejunum. In the colon contents, *Clostridia* (47.64%–60.54%), *Bacilli* (19.57%–37.77%), *Bacteroidia* (6.33%–11.04%) and *Erysipelotrichia* (5.15%–8.41%) were the dominate classes in these three groups (Table S7). As shown in Table S7, AD treatment numerically increased the relative abundance of *Clostridia* ($p < 0.05$) and *Bacteroidia* ($p < 0.05$) while significantly decreasing the relative abundance of *Bacilli* ($p < 0.05$). Notably, these changes were restored by alcohol-withdrawal treatment for 2 weeks.

To understand what dominant kinds of bacteria were affected by alcohol dependence and withdrawal, we further analyzed the composition of the intestinal microbiota from order to the genus level. The relative abundance lower than 0.05% in all groups was filtered, and a total of 22 and 12 orders (Tables S8, S9), and 39 and 25 families (Tables S10, S11) were identified in the jejunum and colonic microbiota, respectively. In the jejunum, *Lactobacillales*, *Clostridiales*, *Burkholderiales* and *Erysipelotrichales* were dominant

### Table 2. Pseudo F table of ANOSIM analysis based on Bray–Curtis dissimilarities on OTU level ($n = 18$ per group).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jejunum groups</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon groups</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>1.784</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.037*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicates significant difference within groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairwise comparison</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD vs Control</td>
<td>Jejunum groups</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW vs Control</td>
<td>Jejunum groups</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD vs AW</td>
<td>Jejunum groups</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD vs Control</td>
<td>Colon groups</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>30.171</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW vs Control</td>
<td>Colon groups</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>1.153</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD vs AW</td>
<td>Colon groups</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>1.301</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicates significant difference between alcohol dependent group and control group; AD: alcohol-dependent; AW: alcohol-withdrawal
orders (the relative abundance >1%), and Lactobacillaceae, Erysipelotrichaceae, Peptostreptococcaceae, Streptococcaceae and Oxalobacteraceae were the dominant families (the relative abundance >1%) (Tables S8, S10). There was no significant difference between the three groups at the order and family levels in the jejunum microbes. Clostridiales, Lactobacillales, Bacteroidales and Erysipelotrichales were the four dominant orders, and Lactobacillaceae, Lachnospiraceae, Ruminococcaceae, Peptostreptococcaceae, Erysipelotrichaceae, Rikenellaceae, Prevotellaceae and Bacteroidales-S24-7 were the dominant families (the relative abundance >1%) in colonic microbiota (Tables S9, S11). Interestingly, chronic alcohol consumption obviously increased the abundance of Lactobacillales and decreased the Bacteroidales ratio in the colon (p < 0.05, Table S9). Five bacterial families including Lactobacillaceae, Bacteroidales-S24-7, Bacteroidaceae, Christensenellaceae and Porphyromonadaceae in the AD group were significantly different vs control in the colon (p < 0.05, Table S11). The abundance of Lactobacillaceae in the AD group was significantly decreased, but the other four families in the AD group were significantly increased compared with control. Instead, alcohol withdrawal treatment restored these changes.

On the genus level, after filtering the abundance <0.05% in all groups, a total of 63 and 74 genera were detected in the jejunum and colon, respectively (Tables S12, S13). The most abundant genera (with >1% abundance) were Lactobacillus, Romboutsia, Turicibacter and Streptococcus in the jejunum. Similarly, as with the above comparisons in the phyla, class, orders and family, there were no distinct differences in predominant genera between any two groups in the jejunum contents. However, in the colon, the genera numbers of the relative abundance of more than 1% in the three groups were 15, including Lactobacillus, Romboutsia, Turicibacter, Ruminococcaceae UCG-005 et al. (Table S13). Using the linear discriminant analysis effect size (LEfSe), we identified a large number of taxa that were significantly increased in the AD group, such as Bacteroidales S24-7, Ruminococcaceae, Gelria, Thermoanaerobacterales and Butyricimonas, et al. (Fig. 3). However, only two genera distinctly decreased in the AD group, including Lactobacillus and Gauroeauii (p < 0.05, Fig. S1 and Table S13). Interestingly, in most, alcohol withdrawal treatment can partly restore these microbiota changes induced by alcohol abuse, but the relative abundance of Brachy and Christensenellaceae_R-7 showed opposite changes in the AW group (Figs. 3, S1, and Table S13). Furthermore, correlation analysis between alcohol dependence syndrome and genera showed that Parabacteroides, Butyricimonas, Ruminococcaceae_UCG-010, Bacteroidales_S24-7_group, Gelria, and Ruminococcaceae_NK4A214_group significantly correlated with alcohol withdrawal syndrome, which indicated that these taxa may play a role in the development of alcohol addictions (Table S14).

Collectively, the above results indicate that chronic alcohol consumption has profound effects on the microbiota compositon structure in the colon but little effect on that of the jejunum.

**Microbiota Function Prediction of Colon**
We predicted the functional profiles among the three groups in colonic microbiota by PICRUSt software. KEGG level 1 showed that the category “metabolism” had the
highest relative abundance (>45%) among the groups (Fig. S2). At KEGG level 2, a total of 41 gene families were identified in the colon and the relative abundance (>0.5%) was present on Fig. 4. Fig. 4 also showed that several majorities of the function genes carried significant difference between groups, including amino acid metabolism, translation, and transcription, et al. Interestingly, the proportion of neurodegenerative diseases was significantly increased in the AD group (p < 0.05, vs the control group, Fig. 4A). We further analyzed the metabolic pathways at KEGG level 3. The results showed that 254 KO pathways were identified and 43 dominant KO pathways (the relative abundance >0.8%) were shown in Fig. 3. Compared with the control group, the proportions of amino acid metabolism, phenylalanine metabolism, polyketide sugar unit biosynthesis and peroxisome were significantly increased and glycosyltransferases, restriction enzyme and chloroalkane and chloroalkene degradation were distinctly decreased in the AD group (p < 0.05, Fig. 5A). Instead, after alcohol withdrawal, the relative abundance of peptidases and protein export were greatly increased (p < 0.05), while arginine and prolin metabolism, bacterial motility proteins and two-component system were significantly decreased (p < 0.05, vs AD group, Fig. 5B). Interestingly, alcohol withdrawal restored the changes of most above functional pathways, but it exacerbated the differences in the ratio of amino acid metabolism (p < 0.05, Fig. 5C). These results implied that alcohol dependence and withdrawal possibly have a dominant effect on amino acid metabolism.

Discussion

Gut microbiome composition and function are affected by many factors including age, geographical origin, lifestyle and medications. Alcohol is also one of the disruptive agents for gut microbiota. However, the research of alcohol’s impacts on the diversity and composition structure of gut microbiota still is in its infancy, particularly compared with other alcohol-induced disease. In the present study, by high-throughput sequencing of 16S rRNA genes, we analyzed the impact of chronic alcohol exposure on the microbial community diversity and functions in the jejunum and colon of rats. The results revealed that the chronic alcohol consumption induced quantitative and qualitative changes in the gut microbiota.

To the best our knowledge, there have been limited studies reporting the effects of alcohol on the microbiota in humans [24, 31, 32] and rodents [33, 34]. Most of these studies seem to be relevant for alcohol-associated pathologies such as liver disease [27, 33], and the samples in these studies are mostly collected from feces. However, the samples of this study were collected from jejunum and colon contents, which reflects a more realistic living environment of microbiota. In the present study, the alpha diversity results showed that the gut location was a main important factor of impact on the microbial structure in rats (Table 1), which was also confirmed in other animal models [35]. However, in the same gut location, chronic alcohol consumption and alcohol withdrawal did not obviously alter microbial diversity and richness (Table 1), which was agreed with in a recent report [36], but disagreed with in other reports [33, 34, 37]. The studies in mice and rats find that chronic alcohol treatment can induce bacterial overgrowth in the colon and cecum [33, 34]. Recent studies also demonstrate that excessive alcohol consumption has significant effect on the abundance of enteric bacteria in these alcohol addiction mouse models [36]. To date, we have not checked for the relative
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documents about alcohol’s effect on the microbiota of the jejunum. In the present study, from the phylum to the genera levels of bacteria, significant differences between the three groups in the jejunum samples were not found. That is to say, chronic alcohol exposure does not distinctly alter the microbiota composition construct of the jejunum. However, others and our studies showed alcohol significantly altered the microbiota composition structure in the larger intestine and feces. These suggested that alcohol metabolite, rather than ethanol itself, is the

**Fig. 5.** Predicted microbial function comparison of the colon base on KEGG level-3. Comparing colonic microbial function between AD and control (A), AD vs AW (B), AW vs Control (C). Statistics were conducted by two-sided Welch’s t-test and Benjamini–Hochberg FDR correction between two groups, and the P-value of different functions lower than 0.05 were shown. AD: alcohol-dependent; AW: alcohol-withdrawl.
most important factor that appears to alter microbiota composition. Pharmacokinetic studies have shown that 90% of ingested ethanol is absorbed through the stomach and the proximal small intestine. The ethanol concentrations in the large intestine approximate those in the blood [38, 39]. After being absorbed, ethanol was metabolized through oxidative and non-oxidative pathways, and resulted in acetaldehyde, fatty acid ethyl esters, and phosphatidyl ethanol [40]. These metabolites of ethanol can accumulate in the large intestine via the systemic circulation, and induce microbiota dysbiosis in the large intestine. Nosova et al. [41] demonstrated *Lactobacillus* GG have a high acetaldehyde-metabolizing capacity, but excessive acetaldehyde can inhibit its growth, which identified with our results.

In addition, our discoveries in this paper showed that both alcohol dependence and alcohol withdrawal significantly altered the microbiota composition of the colonic digests (Table 3 and Fig. 2). At the phyla level, *Firmicutes* and *Bacteroidetes* were the dominant phyla, and the abundance of *Bacteroidetes* and *Proteobacteria* dramatically increased while *Firmicutes* decreased in the colon after chronic alcohol treatment, which were similarly with other reports. Yan and colleagues investigated the changes in the intestinal microbial community after 3 weeks of alcohol consumption. They observed that relative abundance of *Bacteroidetes* increased and *Firmicutes* decreased in alcohol-fed mice compared with control mice [34]. Bull-Otterson showed a decline of both *Bacteroidetes* and *Firmicutes* phyla in alcohol-fed mice, with an increase in *Proteobacteria* phyla [27]. In contrast with rodent models, some studies investigated the relationship between alcohol abuse and changes in human gut microbiota showed different results. Leclercq et al. (2014) compared 60 patients with alcohol dependence and 15 healthy subjects to assess the changes of intestinal bacteria, and the results showed no significant differences between the groups of subjects at the phylum level [42]. However, Mullu and colleagues observed that the abundance of *Proteobacteria* and *Firmicutes* increased and *Bacteroidetes* decreased in alcohol abuse patients [24]. In all these studies, Gram-negative *Proteobacteria* phyla increased. Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) are main components of gram-negative bacteria and can provide tonic stimulation of the innate immune system and induce central nervous system inflammation [26]. LeClercq et al have reported elevated blood LPS levels associated with psychological symptoms of alcohol dependence in alcohol-dependent subjects [43]. At the genus level, a drastic increase in relative abundance of eight main genera including *Ruminococcaceae* (Fig. 3), and a decreased in abundance in the *Lactobacillus* and *Gauvreauii* (Fig. S1) were observed in this study. Previous preclinical study showed that chronic ethanol administration induces in mice a decrease in the level of *Ruminococcaceae* [27], which was in disagreement with our results. Kirpich et al. (2008) observed a decrease in *Lactobacillus* in the stool cultures of AD subjects compared with those of healthy controls, which was similar with our results [44]. Noteworthy, the detected decrease of *Lactobacillus* in this study is contrary to recently observations for the alcoholic dependence and liver cirrhosis by Dubinkina [45]. *Lactobacillus* was a reputation of “beneficial” agents in the human gut capable of anti-inflammatory activities, protecting against pathogens. Thus, it is being actively used for treatment of various disorders including Alzheimer’s, autism and alcohol liver disease [46, 47]. However, our observations revealed that alcohol consumption reduced the relative abundance of *Lactobacillus*, indicating that *Lactobacillus* was a potential agent for treating alcohol disorders.

Based on the predicted PICRUSt of colon bacteria, the present study revealed many pathways related to metabolism at KEGG level 3. Among them, transporters and ABC transporters were the most abundant in our study (Fig. S3), which were important for transportation and absorption of nutrients. In addition, the pathways of amino acid metabolism and phenylalanine metabolism were up-regulated in the AD group vs control group in the present study. We speculate that these pathways were correlative with the increase of many proteins in alcoholism patient serum or rodent serum with alcohol treatment, and these proteins included hormones, cytokines and neurotransmitters. For instance, numerous studies showed increased plasma levels of IL-8, IL-10, IL-1β, IL-6, and TNFα in alcohol-dependent subjects [48, 49], which were inflammation markers in the peripheral cycle. Alcohol and the products of its degradation can induce inflammation via many pathways, and produce some pro-inflammatory cytokines to peripheral blood. Thus, genes related to amino acid metabolism were more abundant in the microorganisms of the AD group than the other groups. Several earlier studies in rodents and patients have already shown that acute and chronic alcohol consumption can increase gut permeability [50, 51]. More recent studies in preclinical animal models and in patients with alcohol abuse have also confirmed these findings [52, 53, 54]. However, the exact molecular mechanisms of increased intestinal permeability remain largely unknown. In the present study, metagenomic prediction at KEGG level 2 showed that membrane transport was the most dominant gene family. Whether it is
related with increased intestinal permeability needs to be examined further.

In conclusion, this study mainly compared the microbiota community compositions in the jejunum and colon contents in the chronic alcohol-exposed rats. The study demonstrated that chronic alcohol consumption does not significantly alter the microbiota diversity and richness in the jejunum and colon. However, it has profound effects on the microbiota structure in the colon but few effects on the jejunum. Alcohol abuse alters the colonic microbial composition, and disturbs the balance of intestinal microbes, leading to a condition called dysbiosis. Gut dysbiosis may contribute to alcohol use disorders by many pathways, including increasing gut leakiness, the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and LPS. Thus, from the clinical perspective, understanding the effect of alcohol on intestinal microbiota composition, as well as measure for correcting intestinal dysbiosis by modulating the gut bacteria are practicable in treating alcohol-induced disease.
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